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chappelle and brennan's show was a hit, and its eight-and-a-half-season run on comedy central was
a turning point for the channel, which had previously been lacking an edgy comedy show. the show's
success led to two more sketch shows and an hourlong stand-up special, which chappelle hosted for

comedy central, after which he left the channel to create his own show and launch his own dvd
company. chappelle's success also led to his first stand-up special, a bird's tale. he said he thought

the special would be a one-off project, but it turned into the foundation of his stand-up career. "i
knew the first stand-up special would be my last one," he said. "i was really nervous about it. i was
afraid i'd quit. i was really afraid i'd die." chappelle's new stand-up act is centered on his family. he
says his comedy has less in common with the unvarnished stand-up of his early shows and more

with the more comical way he talks about his family, friends, and his movies in his intimate stand-up
show. on the new one, which he's been performing since he was a kid, chappelle says, "i try to just

talk about stuff that's fun. you'll never hear me talk about infidelity or a failed relationship. that's like
a cheat sheet that i don't have." chappelle has said the new show is very autobiographical, but he's
careful to couch it in more general terms. "i just talked about my childhood and my family and the
people i know, and if i said, 'i'm a black guy,' that would change the tenor of it," he said. "it's more,
'i'm a guy.' and then my family is an important part of it, and my work is an important part of it. but

it's not just all of those things."
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the key is to make those people
know, chappelle said. the old
people, the old white people,

they just never got it. and i say
im sick of them. i hate them! but

we gotta be able to talk about
that. we can't just cower in the
corner and be like, 'oh my god,
we suck.' we gotta talk about

that, or they'll never let us back
on the air. chappelle's short-lived

career as a network television
star is now inextricably tied to

his ability to embrace and
articulate the frustrations of
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black people. that's his job, to be
a black comedian, chappelle
said. in his first hour on the

show, chappelle revealed that he
suffered a stroke in february, but

he has since recovered. he
thanked his wife, his kids, and
his mom, two sisters, and two

brothers for their support.
chappelle opened the hour with

a nod to the ghostbusters
premiere, saying, im sorry to all

you mothers of all colors and
nationalities, but i appreciate

this. the 'busters are back,
chappelle said. but not too

much. i promise. chappelle also
thanked his manager, his agent,
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and his publicist for their
support. the hour also featured
chappelle's stand-up comedy

routine, in which he reflected on
his second night of freedom after

incarceration. i think we went
down, but we got up. and we got
up with a bang, chappelle said. i
hope you enjoy the show. if you

didn't like it, i don't care. im
happy to be back. i think we put
on a pretty good show. and we
went down fighting. we put on

the show and fought with
everything we had. chappelle

also apologized to the gay
community for his 2001

monologue about anal sex,
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saying, it was a mistake. i
apologize to gay people for that.
as much as i hate the old people,
theyre the ones who will benefit
from the show, chappelle said.
they cant watch it, but they can

certainly hear it. 5ec8ef588b
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